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Searching for a Winner: Review: Economy of Force; Esoterike Harmonia: Inner Harmony
9)	Esoterike harmonia amounts to victory over the sinful nature.  Fear is no longer an issue.  All distractions to the spiritual life are put aside.  Spiritual advance has taken the believer to spiritual maturity where his mental attitude is sustained by cognitive invincibility.
10)	The mature believer knows his destiny, knows his duties before God, and before man.  As a priest he represents himself before God and is motivated by reciprocity to do those things that bring glory to Him.
11)	This glorification is made possible by the ability to praise God through the consistent execution of the plan of God which, in turn, enables God to convey to him the contents of his escrow account.
12)	The mature believer knows his duties before man.  As an ambassador he represents the absent Christ in the devil’s world by unconditionally loving his fellowman and functioning under his spiritual gift.  
13)	When this believer is united with other believers functioning as one man of a single mind and will then there is a corporate power described militarily as mass, or combat power.
14)	This is a unity of thought based on the absolute righteous standards of the Word of God.  As members of a local church grow in grace and begin to think simultaneously the same divine viewpoint, then this has invisible historical impact in that church and community and even the nation.
15)	When others of different congregations throughout the nation develop this same simultaneous system of divine viewpoint then the emerging Pivot has invisible historical impact on the client nation.
16)	This economy of force is what preserves a client nation in times of prosperity, delivers it in times of discipline, and restores it in times of renewal.  This is the spiritual adaptation of exoterike harmonia.
17)	The application of exoterike harmonia is exhibited by the Spartans on the battlefields of Greece.  Pressfield illustrates this in a battle between the Spartans and their allies in the Peloponnesian League and the Antirhionians and their allies from Syracuse.


